
Update for Aug 20 until Sep 10 

Dear family at Cannon Beach, 

I've finally gotten back to San Jose, Mindoro after having been gone for close to three months. It was obvious that my 
Mangyan grandkids were happy to see their lolo back. Raquel especially was grateful of my homecoming since she said she 
is kind of worn out having taken care of all these kids pretty much by herself for the past months. She is grateful to have her 
partner back to shoulder all the responsibilities that go with teaching, feeding and nursing 28 students/grandkids. 
 
One again I had a great three weeks with our Mangyan translators at our translation workshop in Calapan, at the other side 
of the island (6 hours by public van or bus). Translating the Biblical concepts into Tawbuid is very challenging and taxing, but 
at the same time enjoyable, especially after we've worked on a passage for sometime and finally come up with something 
that we believe is right on. In order to make the passage natural and meaningful for the Tawbuid readers often we have to 
restructure the clauses or make one sentence in the Greek or Hebrew into three chopped up sentences. Often by 5 PM my 
brain is like mush/porridge (a term I picked up this time from one of our Mangyan translators describing his brain after long 
hours trying to get the Biblical concepts into his language accurately and at the same time into natural Tawbuid - "lugaw na 
ang ulo ko" - "my head is now (like) porridge".)   

Plans: stay put here in San Jose, Mindoro until the New Year when Raquel and I will go to Manila for 10 days to attend our SIL 
conference. 

During our time here we will continue to teach and guide these great 28 godly students/scholars/grandkids. I will also spend 
a lot of time working on the various translations I'm overseeing, looking over the flags the translators and consultants have 
submitted to our Paratext program - which often contain questions for the meaning of the original Hebrew or Greek or 
suggestions for a more accurate or natural rendering. 

[Scroll down if you'd like to see pictures of the team.] 

Again thanks so much for being our partners. Yesterday during the Sunday service I had difficulty with hearing the sermon 
due to the sound system. So I ended up just reading a number of the Psalms from my pew and identifying with the various 
Psalmists praising the Lord for His love and His watching over us. 

Psalm 103 is a good example: 

Let all that I am praise the LORD; 
with my whole heart, I will praise his holy name. 
may I never forget the good things he does for me. 
He forgives all my sins 
and heals all my diseases. [Not just mine but those around me - our Mangyan grandkids, translators, Raquel, close family 
members - Thank you Lord for your healing touch and producing within our bodies those nice cells that take care of the bad 
guys that have invaded our bodies!] 
He redeems me from death [which He has done soooo many times] 
and crowns me with love and tender mercies. [which I experience daily by those around me] 
He fills my life with good things. [I could spend a lot of pages giving examples of this] 
My youth is renewed like the eagle's! [Not sure how to identify with this, no longer being in the "youth" category. Maybe I 
can change the words to "My old age is renewed with extra strength - from being recharged with His loving children that 
surround me wherever I go, and from the good night sleep He gave me, and from all the neat experiences he endowed me 
with recently in the countryside of the USA and via His children in Calapan.] 

During the last hour of the last day of our translation workshop in Calapan I asked the translators and consultants what they 
would like to thank the Lord for. They expressed many items. Those I remember are: thanksgiving for health for each of us, 
for all our computers working good, for electricity (often in Calapan and throughout the Philippines there are “brown outs” 
– no electricity for a number of hours. But we had few of these the past month), for good fellowship and the great team we 
have, for wisdom from above as we translated, etc., etc. 



Yours in His service, 
Kermit and Raquel Titrud 

Headquarters (for gifts for our various ministries – please enclose a note saying “preference for the 
ministry of Kermit and Raquel Titrud”): 
Wycliffe Bible Translators, PO Box 628200, Orlando , FL 32862 

--------------------------------------------------------- 

What do we do when our heads are like porridge? Often during break times the translators go into their community bedroom 
and just lay out. Tonio on the left is one of our Tawbuid translators. He was somewhat uneasy being with us in Calapan this 
time since his wife, Rosalie, was due to give birth any day. But he felt that helping with the translation was important enough 
and trusted God would take care of Rosalie while he was gone. Maligday, in the middle, is one of our Hanunuu translators 
and for a number of years had been a missionary for another tribal group in the Bikol area, on the island of Luzon. Beth, the 
one I put in charge of the Hanunuu project, is his daughter.  

 

635 

Below: The three on the right are also part of our Tawbuid translation team – none of them have any formal education, not 
even first grade elementary. However since they wanted to read the Bible they learned how to read and Lagbayun on the far 
right became a literacy teacher himself. They are very dedicated and for the past 8 years continue to come back for these 
translation workshops, sacrificing being away from their families for a month. 



 

Below: the whole translation team. Lenie on the far left is in charge of Tawbuid Oriental. Grace, next to Lenie, helps with 
checking our Hanunuu translation. Next to Grace is Buen who is in charge of our Tuwbuid Occidental translation and next to 
her is Beth, in charge of our Hanunuu translation. We are also grateful for Keith, the white guy on the far right, who helps BIG 
time checking our Tawbuid Oriental translations. The tricycle next to him is our common mode of traveling around the city. 
Actually our tricycle here in San Jose is now with a mechanic since it is producing too much black smoke. Hope he’ll be able 
to fix whatever the problem might be. We really need it when our staff goes to the wet market buying food for our students 
and us teachers. 

 


